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Context

• Increasing interest in Smart Building and Internet of Thing (IoT)

• Expectation : Improved energy and comfort management :
less energy resource is consumed during the use phase

Examples :
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Context

• Increasing interest in Smart Building and Internet of Thing (IoT)

• Expectation : Improved energy and comfort management :
less energy resource is consumed during the use phase …

• … but smart sensors and actuators have an effect on other 
environmental indicators and life cycle stages
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?

kWh 

DALY ? PDF ? kg Sb ? …

“Are smart buildings better than classical 
buildings considering various environmental 

indicators and all life cycle stages ?”



State of the art

• Environmental assessment of smart buildings (a few studies)
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Types of building

• Residential : home

• Offices

• Underground station

Types of sensors and actuators

• Ambient sensors, thermostats, 
meters (electricity, gas)

• Smart plugs, radiator valves 
user interface, control unit

Life cycle stages

• All life cycle stages for sensors 
(end-of-life EoL sometimes 
excluded)

• Building use phase : electricity 
or heating consumption

Impacts assessment

• Mono-criteria or LCA

• Payback time for different 
indicators

Comparatives studies

• With or without smart devices

• Several saving scenarios

• Prospective scenarios

• Number of occupants

Conclusions

• Smart building : not always 
the preferable option

• Building performance



Case study

• Building : Multifamily house 6 dwellings located in Angers
3 storeys  - 380 m² - electrically heated

• Compared LCA alternatives
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Without
sensors

No energy savings No equipment

Building
monitoring

Savings : 
random samplings in 
N(μ = 4% ; σ= 1,5 %) 

• Ambient sensors in main rooms, 
energy counters

• User interface 

Building 
energy 
management

Savings :
random samplings in
N(μ = 20% ; σ= 5 %) 

• Ambient sensors, thermostats,  
energy counters, actuators 
(radiators, plugs)

• Control unit and user interface



Methodology

• Simulations with the dynamic building energy simulation and building LCA software Pléiades
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Step 1 : 
Building modelling 
(geometry + components)

• 2 designs

Step 2 : 
Consumption assessment

90s design :
- Poorly insulated
- Non-optimal 

orientationD

Passive design :
- Well insulated
- South oriented
- Heat pumpA

Variability of occupancy 
Generation of 840 realistic 
occupancy scenarios for each 
dwelling

Savings scenarios
1 000 random samplings in 
the saving distributions for 
each occupancy scenarios

Step 3 : 
Building LCA 

• FU: Multifamily house of 
6 dwellings studied over 80 
years

• ecoinvent data for 
processes and components 
(including smart sensors)

 Sensor data :  EPD + 
generic



General results – Alternative “Without sensors”

• Contribution from each life cycle stage
(mean occupancy)
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• Effect of the variability of occupancy

90s Passive



Comparison of smart and conventional buildings

• 90s design
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• Passive design

Without Monitor. Manag.



Comparison of smart and conventional buildings

• 90s design
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• Passive design

Without Monitor. Manag.

Relative difference : 
𝑊𝑖𝑡ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑡 −𝑀𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔

𝑊𝑖𝑡ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑡
and 

𝑊𝑖𝑡ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑡 −𝑀𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡

𝑊𝑖𝑡ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑡



Conclusions and perspectives

• Comparison of conventional and smart multifamily house under uncertainty 

• Behavioural effect is taken into account

• Smart buildings perform better than conventional ones (in almost all cases) …
… but their interest decrease with an improved building design
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• Uncertainties and variabilities to include :
• Smart device inventories

• Climate

• Energy saving strategies based on recorded data on a smart house with an energy management 
system : dynamic LCA study 
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